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What is your idea of perfect happiness? 
 		I am sitting on my patio with my English bulldogs, Fletcher 

and Ellie, working the Saturday New York Times crossword 
puzzle, listening to NPR, drinking a glass of wine. 

Which living person do you most admire? 
 		Congressman John Lewis of Georgia, who was a pillar of  

the civil rights movement and dedicated his life to civil rights 
and public service. He was beaten and imprisoned more 
than any other figure during that period. 

What is your greatest extravagance? 
 	Cuff links. I have probably three dozen pairs of cuff links. 

What is your favorite journey? 
 		To visit London, because I’m in Europe, but they have  

the decency to speak English. 

 Who or What is the greatest  
love of your life? 
		The combination of my wife Dawn and my daughter Rachel. 

When I married Dawn, her daughter Rachel was part of the 
package, and I adopted her. I have been deliriously happy 
ever since. Dawn and I have been married for 25 years. 

Which talent Would  
you most like to have? 
 		I wish that I could write fiction. I’m a good writer when  

I know what I’m writing about, but I just don’t have any 
ideas for fiction. 

if you could change one thing  
about yourself, What Would it be? 
 		I have always been timid about undertaking new activities. 

For example, I’ve always been afraid to try cooking because 
the fear of failure prevents me from moving forward. I was 
brought up to define success as avoiding failure, so I shy 
away from trying new activities I’m not sure I’ll be good at.

What do you consider  
your greatest achievement? 
	 The professional status I’ve achieved within the small 

universe of health care law is what I’m proudest of. I 
recently received a lifetime achievement award from the 
Indiana University Center on Health Law, and the award  
has been named after me. 

What is your most treasured possession? 
		 I own an 1870s vintage Monarch model Brunswick pool 

table with cast-iron legs in the form of lions. Many years 
ago, a family donated a mansion and its contents to a 
nonprofit client of mine. The client wanted to empty the 
house to make office space. I bought everything in the 
billiard room, including this pool table, the Tiffany lamp 
hanging over it, high chairs, cues and the original clay balls. 

What do you most value in your friends? 
		Integrity, intellectual honesty and loyalty.

Who is your favorite hero  
or heroine of fiction? 
 		My favorite hero is Lewis Eliot, the protagonist in the 

Strangers and Brothers series of novels written by the British 
physicist and novelist C. P. Snow. Eleven books trace the 
life of young Lewis Eliot from the time he is growing up in a 
small town and impoverished household until he becomes 
first a barrister, then a professor, then a high civil servant in 
England. I read the books 30 years ago and just reordered 
them for my Kindle so that I could reread them.

 What is it that you most dislike?
		What troubles me about people is a lack of self-awareness. 

Many people don’t really understand themselves and they 
fool themselves. They don’t heed the wise admonitions  
to “Know thyself,” and “To thine own self be true.” 
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What made you Want to practice laW? 
		 I am much like my favorite hero Lewis Eliot in some ways. 

I come from a very poor family. My father was appliance 
repairmen who never went past the eighth grade. I had 
intense desire for the social status of a professional. I wanted 
to be someone who was recognized as significant, as having 
an important role in the community.

What is your greatest client achievement? 
		 	 I think the greatest single achievement would be overseeing 

consolidation of the hospitals that eventually became Indiana 
University Health. It’s now an enterprise of 20-some hospitals 
with 30,000 employees. After closing the matter, IU Health 
asked me to join them, and I served there as general counsel 
for 16 years.

 in What area Would you like  
to learn more or improve?
		 	 I have always regretted that I didn’t know more about finance 

and accounting. I recognize quite clearly the vital importance 
of finance to the practice of law, but I’ve never had a deep 
personal interest in finance. My clients have almost always 
been tax-exempt, so that allowed me to focus somewhat less 
on financial matters.

Which of your colleagues  
do you most admire? 
		 	Charlie Richardson is the current colleague I most admire, 

for his unbounded positive enthusiasm. When I was first at 
FaegreBD, I would have said Byron P. Hollett. When I met him 
in 1971, he seemed to embody everything I wanted to be. 
Tall, handsome, well-dressed, well-connected, well-liked. He 
had an elegance about him that I really aspired to. 

What do you most enjoy about  
Working at faegre baker daniels? 
		 	 I enjoy the status and prestige of the organization. I also 

enjoy the high quality of personnel in the firm, both lawyers 
and non-lawyers, and of our clientele. I get to work with 
really first-rate people. 

What do you Wish you could  
change about the legal industry? 
		 Hourly billing and timekeeping. 

What do you find most challenging  
about your area of focus? 
		 The rapidly and profoundly changing nature of the health 

care sector. To say it’s changing is an understatement. The 
whole business model is in the process of being reversed. The 
industry traditionally got paid for doing things and operating. 
Now we are moving toward a system in which the industry 
will get paid for providing fewer traditional health care 
services (surgeries, hospital stays, etc.) and helping to keep 
people from getting sick or injured in the first place. 

 What do you find most reWarding  
about your area of focus? 
		 	 I feel very lucky because of the importance of the health 

care industry. My clients are in the business of saving lives 
and healing people. The health care industry, particularly the 
segment I represent, is typically nonprofit and people in it are 
really mission-driven and want to help people. 

hoW has your perspective on laW  
changed over the years? 
		 When you are a young lawyer, being at a prestigious firm 

can cause or allow you to believe that you are the most 
important person in the room and that what you do is the 
most important function. At IU Health, I was a consumer of 
legal services from a number of firms. I realized that I had 
overestimated the role of the law and lawyers. Lawyers are 
not the stars of the show. The client is the star of the show. 
Within the client, the CEO and CFO get top billing. The GC 
may be in the credits, but he is not a star. When a client 
wants a job done, it wants it done well, but rarely is the legal 
aspect of a transaction the most important part. 

What is the biggest  
lesson you’ve learned? 
		 	I’ve learned there are almost unlimited prospects for a 

lawyer in a firm like this. With a firm like this behind him, 
some kid starting at the firm this month could end up being 
the most successful lawyer in the U.S. in any given specialty. 
Association with a firm like this means the public will assume 
you know what you’re talking about. I’ve also learned that the 
idea that big corporate law firms are unchanging and static 
is a myth. When I went to school, there was no such thing as 
health care law. The big new area when I joined the firm was 
wage and price controls. Our biggest client back then was L.S. 
Ayres and Company, which hasn’t existed now for decades. 

if you could change your area of focus, 
What Would you sWitch to and Why? 
		 	 I would switch to insurance law. One reason is that the 

difference between health care delivery and health care 
insurance is rapidly disappearing. Providers and insurers 
are joining up to deliver health care. Increasingly, the health 
system has become an insurance company, which could lose 
or make money depending on the arrangement. Also, at IU 
Health I had the good fortune to lead its captive insurance 
program.  

What is the next big project  
you’d like to tackle? 
		 	The ideal situation would be if a large health system would 

call me up and tell me they want me to assist them in 
creating an accountable care organization or an integrated 
delivery system. 
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